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Art. 02_27_01_003

Floor lamp.
Trombone floor lamp made of brushed aluminum.

Dimension: H 136 cm
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Mørup
Origin: Denmark, 1957
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_15_01_004

Ceiling lamp.
Pendant in brass with lifting lugs.

Dimension : diam. 43,5 cm
Designer : Frits Schegel
Producer : Fog & Mørup
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_006

Ceiling lamp with 4 curved metal plates.

Dimension : H 24 cm, diam. 38 cm  
Designer : Unknown  
Producer : Solar  
Origin: Denmark  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: Excellent  

N° 1 piece available
Telescoping Table lamp made of brass and black painted metal. Adjustable height.

Dimension : H. 48 to 72 cm  
Designer : Tage Klint & Aage Petersen  
Producer : Le Klint  
Origin: Denmark  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: Good.

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_010

Ceiling Lamp with leaves of metal in brass finish

Dimension : H. 36 cm. Ø 40 cm
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_27_01_011

**Nova ceiling lamp in aluminium**

Dimension: H. 17 cm. Ø 40 cm  
Designer: Jo Hammerborg  
Producer: Fog & Mørup  
Origin: Denmark  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: Excellent

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_27_01_012

“Medio” ceiling lamp in brushed aluminium

Dimension : H. 20 cm. Ø 32 cm
Designer : Jo Hammerborg
Producer : Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_115_01_016

Pair of ceiling lamps in brass finish

Dimension: H. 30 cm. Ø 55 cm
Designer: Preben Fabricius / Jørgen Khastolm
Producer: Nordisk Solar
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

No 2 pieces available
Art. 02_120_01_017

Radius ceiling lamp in metal, shades of brown and beige

Dimension : H. 30 cm. Ø 47 cm
Designer : Eric Balslev
Producer : Fog & Mørup
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_49_01_018

PH5 ceiling lamp in white painted metal

Dimension: H. 40 cm. Ø 50 cm
Designer: Poul Hennigsen
Producer: Louis Poulsen
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

No. 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_020

Floor lamp in brushed aluminium and brown painted metal with two light spots

Dimension: H. 170cm
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

№ 1 piece available
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Art. 02_27_01_021

Major Orient in aluminium with top of wood.

Dimension: H. 37 cm. Ø 34 cm
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Mørup
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

№ 3 piece available
Art. 02_121_01_022

Pendant lights in brass finish

Dimension: H. 36,5 cm. Ø 18 cm
Designer: Wilhelm Lauritzen
Producer: Louis Pulsen
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

No 4 pieces available
Art. 02_27_01_023

“Nova” ceiling lamp in copper finish

Dimension: H. 17 cm. Ø 40 cm
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Mørup
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_51_01_024

Ceiling lamp with 4 curved copper plates.

Dimension: diam. 45 cm
Designer: Schu Werner
Producer: Electro Coronella
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_27_01_025

“Diskos” model pendant lamp in polished alluminium

Dimension : diam. 47 cm x 11 cmh
Designer : Jo Hammerborg
Producer : Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 4 piece available
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Art. 02_27_01_026

“Zenith” model pendant lamp in polished metal

Dimension: diam. 14 cm x 40 cmh
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

No. 3 pieces available
Art. 02_27_01_027

“Corona” model pendant lamp in polished metal

Dimension: diam. 23 cm x 45 cmh
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 4 pieces available
Art. 02_27_01_028

“Saturn” model pendant lamp in solid satin copper and black

Dimension: diam. 30 cm x 19 cmh  
Designer: Jo Hammerborg  
Producer: Fog & Morup  
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: very good  

№ 2 pieces available
Art. 02_27_01_030

“Major Orient” model pendant in copper with top of teak.

Dimension: H. 37 cm. Ø 38 cm
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

Nº 2 available
Art. 02_27_01_031

“Minor Orient” pendant in copper with top of teak.

Dimension : H. 25 cm. Ø 22 cm
Designer : Jo Hammerborg
Producer : Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

Nº 1 piece available
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Art. 02_27_01_032

“Trombone” desk in brass with wood base

Dimension: H. 57cm
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

No 1 pieces available
Art. 02_61_01_033

“Topan” model pendant in polished metal

Dimension: H. 21cm
Designer: Werner Panton
Producer: Louis Poulsen
Origin: Denmark, 1959
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

No. 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_01_034

“Cato 4004” Model desk lamp in brass

Dimension : H. 52cm
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Belid
Origin: Sweden, 1990
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

№ 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_035

Pair of desk lamps in polished metal

Dimension: H. 50cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Possibly Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_01_036

Pendant lamp in copper finish

Dimension: diam. 35cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Fog&Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

№ 2 pieces available
Art. 02_114_01_037

Trava model pendant lamp in polished metal

Dimension: H. 52cm
Designer: Karl Thore (Sigurd Lindkvist)
Producer: Granhaga
Origin: Sweden, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_122_01_038

Desk lamp, brass finish

Dimension : H. 40cm, diam. screen 36cm
Designer : Egon Hillebrandt
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1935
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good, with patina

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_114_01_039

Trava model pendant lamp in copper finish

Dimension : H. 25cm x 25cm diam
Designer : Karl Thore (Sigurd Lindkvist)
Producer : Granhaga
Origin: Sweden, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_60_01_040

“Louisiana” pendant lamp in copper finish

Dimension: H 28cm x diam 45cm
Designer: Wilhelm Wohlert
Producer: Louis Poulsen
Origin: Denmark, 1955
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 piece available
Charlottenborg pendant with four shades of white painted metal.

Dimension: diam. 65 cm
Designer: Poul Henningsen
Producer: Louis Poulsen
Origin: Denmark, 1979
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.
Art. 02_66_01_042

Large table lamp Model 219 in steel and brass,
Adjustable height

Dimension : 75 cmh
Designer : Kaare Klint
Producer : Le Klint
Origin: Denmark, 1940's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.
Art. 02_00_01_043

Table lamp in metal and wood veneer

Dimension: 46 cmh
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.
Art. 02_00_01_044

Pendant lamp in copper finish and black aluminium

Dimension: H. 20cm x 30cm diam
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Sweden, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 piece available
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Art. 02_123_01_045

Desk lamp in brass and black aluminium

Dimension: H. 38cm x 44cm

Designer: Jean Boris Lacroix
Producer: Boris Lacroix
Origin: Sweden, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_046

Pendant lamp in laquered metal and plastic

Dimension : H. 35 x 28cm

Designer : unknown
Producer : unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_27_01_047

“Lento” floor lamp in lacquered metal

Dimension: H. 119cm
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_27_01_048

“Studio” floor lamp in silver metal

Dimension : H. 119cm
Designer : Jo Hammerborg
Producer : Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 2 pieces available
“Studio” floor lamp in copper and black painted metal

Dimension : H. 148cm
Designer : Jo Hammerborg
Producer : Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_27_01_050

floor lamp in painted metal

Dimension : H. 136cm
Designer : Jo Hammerborg
Producer : Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_01_051

floor lamp in brass and natural metal, model Kosta

Dimension : H. 106/ 126cm
Designer : unknown
Producer : unknown
Origin: Sweden, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

No 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_01_052

floor lamp in brass

Dimension : 124cmh
Designer : Jo Hammerborg
Producer : Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_053

floor lamp in painted metal

Dimension: diam. 24cm
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Sweden 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_126_01_054

ceiling lamp in silver metal

Dimension: diam. 24cm
Designer: Hans Agne Jakobsson
Producer: Hans-Agne Jakobsson AB
Origin: Sweden, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_27_01_055

ceiling lamp in silver metal

Dimension: diam. 24cm
Designer: Jo Hammerborg
Producer: Fog & Morup
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_056

table lamp in painted metal

Dimension : 31cm h
Designer : unknown
Producer : Osram
Origin: Denmark, 1940’s?
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

№ 1 piece available
Art. 02_127_01_057

ceiling lamp in silver metal

Dimension : diam. 24cm
Designer : Borje Claes
Producer : unknown
Origin: Sweden, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: excellent

N° 2 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_058

ceiling lamp in silver metal

Dimension: 38cm h
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Sweden, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

№ 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_059

ceiling lamp in silver metal

Dimension : 59cm h
Designer : unknown
Producer : AB Fagerhult
Origin: Sweden, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_01_060

ceiling lamp in silver metal

Dimension : diam. 24cm
Designer : Uno and Osten Kristiansson
Producer : Luxus, Vitsjo
Origin: Sweden, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

Nº 1 piece available